Abstract. In their previous work, the authors studied the abelian sandpile model on graphs constructed from a growing piece of a plane or space tiling, given periodic or open boundary conditions, and identified spectral factors which govern the asymptotic spectral gap and asymptotic mixing time. This article gives a general method of determining the spectral factor either computationally or asymptotically and performs the determination in specific examples.
Introduction
When considering Markovian dynamics in a system, important quantities in describing the behavior are the spectral gap, or difference between the largest and second largest eigenvalue of the transition kernel, and the convergence profile to equilibrium including the mixing time and transition window between approximately non-uniform and stationarity. A central topic in the mixing of large systems is the cut-off phenomenon, in which, as the system grows, the transition period to equilibrium is on an asymptotically shorter time scale than the mixing time [8] .
Sandpile dynamics on a graph, which are Markovian, are an important model of self-organized criticality, which have been studied extensively in the statistical physics literature since their introduction by Bak, Tang and Wiesenfeld [2] , see [5] , [6] , [3] , [30] , [15] , [4] , [24] , [29] , [16] , [31] , [23] , [7] , [11] , [12] , [18] , [26] , and [22] , [28] . The article [19] provides an accessible introduction, and computes several sandpile statistics for varying graph geometries. In [14] and [13] the authors evaluated the spectral gap, asymptotic mixing time and proved a cutoff phenomenon in sandpile dynamics on a growing piece of a plane or space tiling given periodic or open boundary conditions. In particular, in the article [13] spectral factors related to the harmonic modulo 1 functions on the tiling are identified, and these factors are demonstrated to control the spectral gap and asymptotic mixing time of the dynamics. The purpose of this article is to describe a general method of calculating the spectral factors numerically, and to perform this calculation in specific examples. A consequence of these calculations is that, while in two dimensions, the tilings considered have the same asymptotic mixing time to top order with either open or periodic boundary, for the D4 lattice in four dimensions, the asymptotic mixing time with an open boundary is longer, and is controlled by the configuration of the sandpile near its 3 dimensional boundary. Also, it is demonstrated that for all d sufficiently large, for the Z d lattice the asymptotic mixing time with periodic and open boundary is the same to top order.
Precise statement of results.
A d dimensional periodic plane or space tiling is a connected graph T " pV, Eq embedded in R d which is periodic in a d dimensional lattice Λ. Denote ∆ the graph Laplacian, ∆f pvq " degpvqf pvq´ÿ pv,wqPE f pwq.
Given a function f P ℓ 2 pT q, say that f is harmonic modulo 1 if ∆f " 0 mod 1 and denote the set of such functions H 2 pT q. Let C 1 pT q denote the set of integer valued functions on T which are finitely supported and have sum 0. In [13] the spectral parameter of a tiling is defined to be (1) γ " inf # ÿ xPT 1´cosp2πξ x q : ∆ξ P C 1 pT q, ξ ı 0 mod 1
This parameter is shown to govern the asymptotic spectral gap of sandpile dynamics for graphs with periodic boundary condition, and governs the asymptotic mixing time for the same graphs in dimensions at most 4. Our first result computes the spectral factor for the triangular (tri) and honeycomb (hex) tilings in two dimensions and the face centered cubic (fcc) tiling in three dimensions. Theorem 1. The triangular, honeycomb, and face centered cubic tilings have periodic boundary spectral parameters 1 γ tri " 1.69416p6q
γ hex " 5.977657p7q
γ fcc " 0.3623p9q. 1 The digit in parenthesis indicates the last significant digit.
Our remaining results concern spectral factors which govern the mixing time of sandpile dynamics on graphs with open boundary condition. Define coordinate hyperplanes H i,j " tx P R d : x i " ju, 1 ď i ď d, j P Z.
In this article, the results regarding spectral factors concern tilings which, after possibly making a rotation and dilation, have reflection symmetry in the family of hyperplanes tH i,j u and don't have edges which cross the symmetry planes. Given a set S Ă t1, 2, ..., du, let S S be the group generated by reflections in the hyperplanes tH j,0 , j P Su and let A S pT q be functions which are anti-symmetric under reflection in each plane H j,0 , j P S. Let H 2 S pT q denote those ℓ 2 harmonic modulo 1 functions in A S pT q. Again, for 0 ď i ă d define the spectral parameters In dimension d ě 2 define the jth spectral factor
and Γ " max j Γ j . In [13] , the following theorem is proved determining the asymptotic mixing time in terms of the spectral factor. Write T m " T {mΛ for the periodic tiling graph and let T m be the graph formed by giving a fundamental domain for
an open boundary condition.
Theorem. For a fixed tiling T in R d , sandpiles started from a recurrent state on T m have asymptotic total variation mixing time (4) t mix pT m q " Γ 0 2 |T m | log m with a cut-off phenomenon as m Ñ 8.
If the tiling T satisfies the reflection condition then sandpile dynamics started from a recurrent configuration on T m have total variation mixing time (5) t mix pT m q " Γ 2 |T m | log m with a cut-off phenomenon as m Ñ 8.
2 Note that, in the definition of H 2 S pT q, ∆ξ is not required to be in C 1 pT q, so that the definitions of γ and γ 0 differ, although the two notions are shown in [13] to coincide in dimensions at most 4. If Γ " Γ 0 we say that the bulk or top dimensional behavior controls the total variation mixing time, and otherwise that the boundary behavior controls the total variation mixing time. In [13] it is shown than for 2 dimensional tilings satisfying a reflection condition, the bulk behavior controls the mixing time.
The D4 lattice has vertices Z 4 Y Z which have unit Euclidean length. The elements of the D4 lattice are frequently identified with the 'Hurwitz quaternion algebra' in which U 4 is the group of units. Let v 1 " p1, 1, 0, 0q, v 2 " p1,´1, 0, 0q, v 3 " p0, 0, 1, 1q, v 4 " p0, 0, 1,´1q, and define hyperplanes P j " tx P R 4 : xx, v j y " 0u.
The D4 lattice has reflection symmetry in the family of hyperplanes (7) F D4 " tnv j`Pj : j P t1, 2, 3, 4u, n P Zu, which can be dilated and rotated to correspond with tH i,j u. Our next result determines the boundary spectral parameters and spectral factors for the D4 lattice. 
nd, uniformly in j,
In particular, for all d sufficiently large, the total variation mixing time on Z d is dominated by the bulk behavior and Γ "
Note that, for all d sufficiently large,
, so that, in the periodic case, the constant γ Z d which determines the asymptotic spectral gap is not related to the spectral factor Γ 0 which controls the asymptotic mixing time.
1.2. Discussion of method. The harmonic modulo 1 functions considered in this article are evaluated only as functions on R{Z, and hence may be assigned values in`´1 2 , 1 2
‰
. On this interval there are constants
In particular, each ξ considered in the definitions of the spectral factors may be treated as a function in ℓ 2 pT q. Rather than work with ξ, it is more convenient to work with its prevector ν " ∆ξ, which is integer valued, and hence behaves discretely. The function ξ is recovered from ν by convolution with the Green's function g on T , ξ " g˚ν. Since ∆ is bounded from ℓ 2 Ñ ℓ 2 , only prevectors with bounded ℓ 1 norm need be considered, and in fact, the arguments of [13] reduce the determination of the spectral factors to within a prescribed tolerance to a finite calculation.
Given a prevector ν and a set S Ă T , the value
may be estimated from below by constrained minimization programs. Since the map ∆ξ " ν is linear in ξ, the constraints are linear. The objective function f S is not convex, but 1´cosp2πξ x q is convex in the critical region "´1 ‰ and may be approximated piecewise linearly from below outside this region. Enforcing the constraint ∆ξ " ν at only finitely many vertices gives a rapid method of obtaining a lower bound for the value of each ξ. Since the linear constraints involve only the neighbors of the vertex at which the constraint is applied, groups of vertices which are two-separated may be treated additively. This reduces to a connected component analysis of the prevector ν. Boundedly many configurations are found to have a sufficiently small value, and then all ways of gluing together these candidates are considered.
To calculate the value of f pξq, a Fourier representation for the Green's function is used. A general recipe for giving this Fourier representation for the Green's function of any tiling is given in [13] , and this recipe is used in the specific examples considered here.
The Green's function of a tiling
Throughout, T Ă R d is a tiling, which is periodic in a lattice Λ ă R d . We assume that 0 P T . Given a tiling T and a vertex v, the Green's function of T satisfies ∆g v " δ v , where δ v is the Kronecker delta function at v. The purpose of this Section is to give a more complete description of the tilings considered, and to develop their Green's functions.
Indicate random walk started from v in T by Y v,0 " v, Y v,n`1 " P¨Y v,n . A stopping time adapted to the random walk is a random variable N taking values in Z ě0 Y t8u such that the event tN " nu is measurable in the sigma algebra σptY v,0 , Y v,1 , ..., Y v,n uq. Let T v be a stopping time for simple random walk started at v in T and stopped at the first positive time that it reaches Λ. This is the same stopping time as the first positive visit to 0 on the finite state Markov chain given by random walk on T {Λ, and hence ProbpT v ą nq ! e´c n for some constant c ą 0. Let ErT 0 s " α ą 0, see e.g. [21] for an introduction to finite state Markov chains and stopping times.
In [13] function spaces are defined on T ,
The convolution of the Green's function g on T with a function η of bounded support in T is defined to be
There it is shown that for η P C 0 pT q, g η P ℓ 2 pT q if and only if η P C ρ pT q for
Also, a characterization of the spectral parameters is given. Let I " t∆η : η P C 0 pT qu and for ξ : T Ñ R{Z,
Lemma 4. The spectral parameter γ has characterization, in dimension 2, γ " tf pg˚νq : ν P C 2 pT qzI u, and in dimension at least 3,
The parameter γ j has characterization,
In this article, the above lemma is used to describe the minimization of the spectral parameter as a search problem over integer valued vectors which are thus discretely distributed.
Let µ be the probability distribution of Y 0,T 0 on Λ. The following evaluation of the Green's function of a tiling is given in [13] .
Lemma 5. In dimension 2, for x P Λ, (12) g 0 pxq " 
g 0 pxq " Erg 0 pY x,Tx qs.
In dimension 2 g v pxq ! 1`logp2`dpv, xqq and in dimension n ą 2, g v pxq ! 1 p1`dpv,xqq n´2 . If j ě 1 and η P C j pT q, Using this lemma the following explicit evaluations are obtained for several lattice tilings. These are used for numerical computations.
2.1. Triangular lattice. This is a lattice tiling, so the Green's function may be calculated without appealing to the stopping time argument above. Let v 1 " p1, 0q and v 2 "´1 2 ,
The lattice points take the form n 1 v 1`n2 v 2 . The lattice graph is regular of degree 6 and the nearest neighbors to 0 are t˘v 1 ,˘v 2 ,˘pv 1´v2 qu. Let µ be the measure
The Green's function from 0 is
This can be obtained via inverse Fourier transform by (18)
2.2. Honeycomb tiling. This can be constructed from the triangular lattice as follows. Let v " 1 3 pv 1`v2 q, which is the centroid of the equilateral triangle with vertices at t0, v 1 , v 2 u.
The vertices in the tiling have the form n 1 v 1`n2 v 2 and n 1 v 1`n2 v 2`v with n 1 , n 2 P Z. This is a 3-regular graph. The neighbors of a point
The tiling has reflection symmetry in the lines in the directions of v,´v 1`v ,´v 2`v and their translates in the triangular lattice. Random walk started from 0 stops always on the triangular lattice in two steps, so the stopped measure is (19) µ "
The Green's function started from 0 is given on the triangular lattice by
which has the integral representation (21)
By harmonicity,
By symmetry,
Again by harmonicity,
2.3. Face centered cubic lattice. This is a lattice tiling in R 3 generated by vectors Let µ be the measure which is uniform on these points. The Green's function started from 0 is given by
The Fourier transform iŝ
2.4. D4 lattice. The D4 lattice is a lattice in R 4 which is frequently presented as the integer quaternion ring (25) HpZq " tn 1`n2 i`n 3 j`n 4 k : n P Z 4 u together with the points with odd half integer coordinates,
This is a lattice tiling, which is regular of degree 24 as a graph. The 24 neighbors of 0 are the units of the corresponding quaternion algebra,
A basis for the lattice is given by
p1`ij`k q. In these coordinates, the neighbors of 0 are t˘v 1 ,˘v 2 ,˘v 3 ,˘p2v 4´v1´v2´v3 q,˘v 4 ,˘p´v 1`v4 q,˘p´v 2`v4 q, p´v 3`v4 q,˘p´v 1´v2`v4 q,˘p´v 1´v3`v4 q, p´v 2´v3`v4 q,˘p´v 1´v2´v3`v4 qu.
Let µ be uniform on the neighbors of 0. This measure has Fourier transform
The Green's function is given by
Optimization problem and computer search
In this section the spectral parameters are determined by computer search for several tilings. Recall that
The following arguments index harmonic modulo 1 function ξ with its prevector ν " ∆ξ, which is simpler as the prevector is integer valued. This permits an approximate ordering on prevectors in terms of their norm, and the diameter of their support. The harmonic modulo 1 function is then recovered as ξ " g˚ν as the following lemma demonstrates.
Lemma 6. Let ξ P ℓ 2 pT q be harmonic modulo 1, and let ν " ∆ξ be its prevector. Then ξ " g ν .
Proof. Given x P Λ, let T x denote translation by x, and let ξ x " ξ´T x ξ. Hence ν x " ∆pξ x q " ν´T x ν is in C 1 pT q. It follows from [13] that g ν x pyq Ñ 0 as dp0, yq Ñ 8. Since ∆pξ x´g ν x q " ν x´νx " 0 and since ξ x´g ν x vanishes at infinity, it follows from the maximum modulus principle that ξ x " g ν x . As x Ñ 8 for each fixed y, ξ x pyq Ñ ξpyq and hence g ν tends to 0 at infinity. The argument may now be repeated with ξ and ν replacing ξ x and ν x to conclude ξ " g ν .
The next lemma controls cosine sums of ξ in terms of the ℓ 2 norm.
In practice, Lemma 8 is applied by calculating ξ x on R from the Fourier integral representations in Section 2 in a neighborhood of 0, and calculating }ξ} 2 2 by Parseval. Note that each Fourier integral contains a singularity at 0. The integrand can be converted to a bounded function of bounded derivatives by switching to spherical coordinates of the appropriate dimension.
The following two optimization programs are used to obtain a lower bound for f pξq. Let ξ " g˚ν, }ξ} 8 ď . Given a set S Ă T , a lower bound for f pξq is obtained as the solution of the optimization program QpS, νq, QpS, νq :
1´cpx w q subject to: @u P S, pdeg uqx u´ÿ dpw,uq"1
A lower bound for QpS, νq is the relaxed optimization program with positive constraints P pS, νq P pS, νq :
1´cpx w q subject to: @u P S, pdeg uqx u`ÿ dpw,uq"1
Note that the objective function is convex and with non-degenerate Hessian in the interior with the stronger condition |x w | ď 1 4 , and hence has a unique local minima there. In order to estimate QpS, νq and P pS, νq numerically, the range 1 4 ď |x w | ď 1 2 was split into several equal size intervals and the objective function was approximated piecewise linearly on these, obtaining a lower bound for the minimum. The minima were compared with the variables constrained to lie in each interval. Denote P j pS, νq and Q j pS, νq the programs in which both "´1 ‰ are split into j equal size intervals, and objective function interpolating linearly between the values of cpxq on the endpoints. Note that the minimum of P j and Q j on each product of intervals is determined as a unique interior minimum or boundary value.
In the examples considered in dimensions 3 and higher, }ξ} 2 2 was optimized rather than f pξq, and it was demonstrated that the extremal function is the same. Programs Q 1 pS, νq and P 1 pS, νq have the same constraints, but have objective function ř dpw,Sqď1 x 2 w . Note that this objective function is convex.
The optimization programs P, P j , P 1 , Q, Q j , Q 1 satisfy the following monotonicity properties.
Lemma 9. The programs P, P j , P 1 , Q, Q j , Q 1 are monotone increasing in the set S. The programs P, P j , P 1 are monotone increasing in the prevector |ν|.
Proof. This follows from constraint relaxation.
The programs also satisfy the following additivity property.
Lemma 10. Let BpSq " tu : dpu, Sq ď 1u be the distance 1 enlargement of S. When S 1 , S 2 , ..., S k are some sets in T whose distance 1 enlargements BpS 1 q, BpS 2 q, ..., BpS k q are pairwise disjoint, then ř k i"1 QpS i , νq ď f pξq and
Since the sets of variables are disjoint, the sum of the optimization programs can be considered to be a single optimization program, which is then satisfied by the optimizing solution ξ. The corresponding values for ξ are thus an upper bound on the optimum.
Since the remaining programs P, P 1 , P j , Q j are relaxations of Q and Q 1 , the additivity property holds for these as well.
A basic estimate for the value of Q 1 is as follows.
Lemma 11. Let G " pV, Eq be a graph and let v P V of degree at least 2, with a single edge to each of its neighbors and no self-loops. Let |ν v | " 1. The optimization problem Q 1 ptvu, νq has value
Proof. Assume without loss of generality that ν v " 1. The constraint is pdeg vqx v´ř pv,wqPE x w " 1 and the objective function is x 2 vř pv,wqPE x 2 w . Since the claimed value is smaller than the value on the boundary, it may be assumed that the optimum is achieved at an interior point. By Lagrange multipliers, there is a scalar λ such that x v " λ deg v and x w "´λ for all pv, wq P E. Thus λ "
. The claim follows, since (33) ÿ dpv,wqď1
In particular, combining this lemma with the additivity property above proves that the extremal prevector has a bounded ℓ 1 norm. The strategy of the arguments is now described as follows. Say two points x i , x t in the support of ν are 2-path connected, or just connected for short, if there is a sequence of points x i " x 0 , x 1 , ..., x n " x t in the support of ν, such that the graph distance between x i and x i`1 is at most 2. By the additivity lemma, the value of the optimization 1´1 1 1 Figure 4 . The extremal configuration for the triangular lattice.
programs applied with S i separated connected components of supp ν is additive. Since the value of each optimization program is translation invariant and, for a fixed ν, monotone in S, all connected components with P or Q (resp. P 1 , Q 1 , P j , Q j ) value at most a fixed constant can be enumerated by starting from a base configuration and adding connected points to the set S one at a time.
The configuration ν must be in C ρ for ξ P ℓ 2 pT q. Having enumerated all feasible connected components, the search is completed by considering all methods of gluing together several connected components which produce a ν P C ρ .
3.1. Issues of precision. The techniques used in this section consist in the following: minimization of a convex function in a convex bounded region, which can be certified by calculation of the derivative of the objective function at the optimum found, and integration of function with bounded derivatives over a bounded domain. Although the integrals involving the characteristic function of a Green's function may have a singularity at 0, this may be removed in each case by switching to spherical coordinates of the correct dimension near the point of singularity. Thus the numerical results are verifiable to within the claimed precision. The generating code written in SciPy is available from the authors upon request.
Proof of Theorems 1 and 2.
3.2.1. Triangular lattice case. Let the triangular lattice be generated by v 1 " p1, 0q and v 2 "´1 2 ,
Let ξ˚" g˚ν˚with ν˚" δ 0´δv 1δ
was estimated by Lemma 8 with
It is to be shown that γ tri " f pξ˚q.
First the case of a node of height 3 in the extremal prevector is ruled out.
Lemma 12. Suppose |ν 0 | " 3. The optimization program P pt0u, |ν|q has value 2. In particular, ν does not achieve γ tri .
Proof. At the optimum, the largest value is x 0 , since if x w is larger for some w with dpw, 0q " 1 then the constraint may be improved by swapping x 0 and x w . It follows that |x w | ď 1 4 for w ‰ 0 since otherwise the claimed bound would be exceeded. For a fixed x 0 , the conditioned optimization problem is now convex with a unique local minimum, which by symmetry occurs with all variables equal. This reduces to minimizing 1´cpxq`6`1´c`1 2´x˘˘f or 0 ď x ď 1 2 , which has minimum 2.
Next the possibility of a prevector with node of height at least 2 is ruled out.
Proof. These values were verified in SciPy.
It follows that if the minimizing prevector has a node of height 2, it does not have any non-zero node at distance greater than 2 from the node of height 2, since otherwise the two optimization problems could be applied separately at the two nodes, and the total value would exceed γ tri .
Up to rotation, there are two types of nodes at graph distance 2 from 0 in T , v 1`v2 and 2v 1 . A non-zero node at distance two is ruled out by considering the following optimization problems. Lemma 14. Suppose |ν 0 | " 2 and |ν v 1`v2 | " 1. Then P pt0, v 1v 2 u, |ν|q ě 1.83. If |ν 0 | " 2 and |ν 2v 1 | " 1 then P pt0, 2v 1 u, |ν|q ě 1.85. Proof. These values were verified in SciPy.
Note that P pS, |ν|q is increasing in |ν|. The above lemmas prove that if the optimizing prevector ν has a node of height 2, then any non-zero node in ν is adjacent to the node of height 2. After translation and multiplying by˘1, assume ν 0 " 2. The case in which all six neighbors of 0 are non-zero is ruled out as follows.
Lemma 15. Let |ν 0 | " 2 and |ν w | ě 1 for each w with dpw, 0q " 1. Let S " tw : dpw, 0q ď 1u. Then P pS, |ν|q ě 1.9233.
Proof. This was verified in SciPy.
Similarly, there are not two adjacent nodes of height 2, as the following lemma verifies.
Lemma 16. Suppose that |ν 0 | " 2 and |ν v 1 | " 2. Then P pt0, v 1 u, |ν|q ě 2.3.
Since it is necessary that ν P C 2 pT q for ξ P ℓ 2 pT q, the remaining possible configurations have an even number of non-zero nodes adjacent to 0. There must be at least 2, and when there are two, the configuration is, up to rotation, ν "´δ´v 1`2 δ 0´δv 1 which has f pξq ě 2.23. No configuration with four non-zero nodes is in C 2 pT q. This concludes the proof that there is not a node of height 2.
Next decompose the support of ν into 2-path connected components. The next stage in the argument reduces to the case of a single connected component. If there were four or more connected components, Lemma 13 could be applied at a node in each connected component, which obtains a value at least 4ˆ0.44256 ą 1.76. Hence there are at most 3 connected components, and since ν P C 2 pT q, one must contain more than one node.
Proof. These were verified in SciPy.
It follows that if there are 3 connected components then the only possibility is that one has diameter 1 as in (36) and the other two are singletons, since otherwise the sum of the values of the programs exceeds γ. To remain in C 2 pT q, the configuration of diameter 1 has two nodes since the total number of nodes is even.
Lemma 18. Let ν 0 " 1 and ν w " 0 for w such that dpw, 0q " 1. Let S " tw : dpw, 0q ď 1u. Then Qpν, Sq ě 0.9127.
Proof. This was verified in SciPy.
If there were an optimal configuration with 3 connected components, then the component with two adjacent nodes must have both nodes of equal sign for the configuration to be in C 2 pT q. Thus the two singletons would be placed symmetrically opposite the center of the configuration of size 2 and have the same sign. Since they are disconnected, they have distance at least 3 from the component of size 2. It follows that Lemma 18 can be applied at each singleton so that the value exceeds γ tri . This eliminates the case of 3 connected components.
Next suppose that there are two connected components. By applying (37) and (38) it follows that at least one of the connected components has diameter at most 1.
If one connected component has such a large Q value, then by Lemma 17, the other component can only be a singleton. The case of two connected components with one a singleton is deferred to the end of the proof. Thus consider the case of only connected components of size at least 2 in which adjacent nodes have opposite signs. It follows that one of the components of diameter 1 has size 2, with adjacent nodes of opposite sign.
Lemma 20. Let ν 0 " 1, ν v 1 "´1. Let S " tw : dpw, t0, v 1 uq ď 1u and assume ν w " 0 if dpw, t0, v 1 uq " 1. Then QpS, νq ě 0.971.
Combining Lemma 20 with Lemma 17 if one of the connected components has diameter greater than 1, then the component of diameter 1 has distance from it at most 3, hence exactly 3 since the components are not connected. As in the case of a singleton, this case is deferred to the end of the discussion. If both components have diameter 1, then to be in C 2 pT q, both have size two and have adjacent nodes of opposite sign. Applying Lemma 20 to each, these are separated by at most distance 4. This reduces to a finite check, and none of the configurations achieves the optimum.
The argument above reduces to considering either prevectors with support that are 2 path connected, or prevectors of diameter greater than 1 which are connected at distance 2, together with a second connected component which is either a singleton or a pair of adjacent nodes of opposing signs. By combining Lemmas 18 and 20 with Lemma 17, it follows that if there is a second connected component it has distance exactly 3 from the component of diameter greater than 1.
The proof is now concluded by computer search. All connected components C up to translation and symmetry were enumerated, which satisfied one of the following three criteria, P pC, 1q ď γ tri " 1.69416p5q, P pC, 1q ď γ tri´0 .44256, P pC, 1q ď γ tri´0 .6729, with ν " 1 indicating ν x " 1 for all x. The first list consists of all candidate supports which are connected and may give the optimum. By Lemmas 13 and 17, the latter two lists enumerate configurations which may be paired with a singleton or a pair of adjacent nodes. Since P pC, 1q is increasing in C, the enumeration was performed by building configurations from the base C " t0u adding neighbors at distance 1 or 2, until the appropriate limit was exceeded. The first list contains configurations with at most 7 vertices, the second list contains configurations with at most 5 vertices and the third list contains configurations with at most 4 vertices.
Note that a configuration which can appear with adjacent and opposite signed nodes and have a C 2 pT q assignment of signs must have an even number of nodes. Also, those of size 2 have already been considered. Only one configuration on 4 nodes, and no configurations on more nodes had a sufficiently small value of P pCq. The configuration on 4 nodes was, up to symmetries, t0, v 1 , v 2 , v 1`v2 u. However, there is no assignment of signs which makes this configuration in C 2 pT q when paired with an adjacent pair of nodes with opposite signs. A connected component with 3 vertices cannot be assigned signs in such a way that a singleton can be added at distance 3 to make a configuration in C 2 pT q, since the distance between the one pair of opposite signed nodes must match the other. There is a single configuration on 5 nodes with P value less than γ tri´0 .44256. There are 4 ways of assigning signs so that a singleton can be added that makes the configuration in C 2 pT q. Each of these was tested and none give the extremal configuration. This reduces to the case of connected components. This finite check was performed in SciPy and obtains ν 0 and ξ 0 as claimed. pv 1`v2 q. Thus the points in the honeycomb lattice have the form n 1 v 1`n2 v 2`n3 v with n 3 P t0, 1u and n 1 , n 2 P Z. The optimal configuration is given by ξ˚" g˚ν(
The value f pξ˚q " 5.977657p8q was obtained as in Lemma 8 with
The following lemma bounds the number of feasible connected components in the optimizing prevector. Proof. The first and last values were calculated in SciPy.
For the remaining optimization problems, the optimum occurs with all variables non-negative, and hence a boundary value occurs only if a variable is equal to 1 2 . If ν 0 " 2 the largest value at the optimum is x 0 , since otherwise the constraint is improved by exchanging x 0 and x w for some dpw, 0q " 1. This implies that for w such that dpw, 0q " 1, x w ă 1 2
. By Lagrange multipliers, sinp2πx w q is constant, so that these values are symmetric about 1 4 . By averaging x 0 ě 1 3 so that 1´cpx 0 q ě 1.5, and hence there are no pairs of x w symmetric about 1 4 and all of the values are at most 1 4 , and hence all equal. The remaining one variable calculus problem has optimum 3.5.
In the case where |ν 0 | " |ν v | " 2, the maximum of x v is 1 2
.
By symmetry, at least the same value is achieved on the remaining three nodes, so that the optimization has value at least 4. This is achieved by
The last value was checked in SciPy.
Several deductions can be made from Lemma 21. First, if more than one node of height 2 appears in ν then they appear adjacent to each other. This is because, if the nodes appeared at distance at least 3 from each other, then a translation of P pt0u, 2q " 3.5 could be applied at each node, and the sum would be 7, which is too large. If the 2's appeared at distance 2 from each other, then a translation and rotation of P pt0, v 1 u, 2q ě 5.98 could be applied, and this again rules out the configuration. It follows that at most two 2's can appear, and if two 2's do appear, they appear adjacent to each other.
Similarly, since 2P pt0u, 1q`P pt0u, 2q ě 2ˆ1.35`3.5 " 6.2, it follows that if there is a connected component containing a 2, there is at most one other connected component. Also, from the first estimate of the lemma, the optimal configuration has at most four connected components, since 5ˆP pt0u, 1q ą 5ˆ1.35 ą 6.
The next phase of the search estimates P pS, 1q for connected sets S. The following lemma speeds up the computer search by reducing the number of variables which need to be considered having |x| ě 1 4 . Lemma 22. Let S be a connected component, and let w satisfy dpw, Sq " 1 and be such that w has a single neighbor v P S such that dpv, wq " 1. Then the optimizing solution to P pS, 1q has |x w | ď then 3x v`ř dpu,vq"1 x u ě x w`3 x v ą 1, and all of the constraints will still be satisfied if x w is reduced. Hence x w ď 1 4 . Since P pS, 1q ď P pS 1 , 1q when S Ă S 1 , all connected components S with P pS, 1q ă γ hex were enumerated by building the components one vertex at a time by adding a vertex at distance at most 2 from the existing configuration. All possible such components were enumerated in SciPy, and any such configuration has at most 8 vertices. Next, all assignments of 1 and´1 to the vertices of a connected component which cause the configuration to be in C 2 were tested, and for each such configuration, the value of f pξq was estimated by calculating the first few values of ξ near 0. By doing so, it was verified that the configuration ν 0 is the minimizing configuration with a single connected component, and height bounded by 1. To prove that this is the overall minimizer, it remains to rule out nodes of height 2, and several connected components.
Case of several connected components of height 1. The following Lemma reduces the number of connected components which need to be considered.
Lemma 23.
The following optimization problems have the claimed values, P pt0, vu, 1q ě 1.87, P pt0, v 1 u, 1q ě 2.59. For ν 0 " 1, ν v " 0, Q 2 pt0, vu, νq ě 1.72. Let S 1 " tw : dpw, 0q ď 1u and S 2 " tw : dpw, 0q ď 2u. Then QpS 1 , δ 0 q ě 2.92 and QpS 2 , δ 0 q ě 4.56.
Proof. These values were checked in SciPy.
Case of four connected components. The case of four connected components is ruled out as follows. No connected component contains a pair of nodes at distance two from each other, since P pt0, v 1 u, 1q`3P pt0u, 1q ě 2.59`3ˆ1.35 ą 6. A connected component containing adjacent nodes has two non-zero nodes. Since the configuration must be in C 2 pT q, the number of nodes is even, and hence if this occurs, at least two components are of this type. Since 2P pt0, vu, 1q`2P pt0u, 1q ě 2ˆ1.87`2ˆ1.35 ą 6 this, also, does not achieve the minimum. This reduces to the case of four singleton components of height 1. Notice that each of the singletons has distance at least 3 from all of the others.
The following lemma is used to show that no two singletons can have pairwise distance at least 5. Proof. Suppose that two such singletons exist, say at z 1 and z 2 . Since the convex hulls of the distance 1 and 3 neighborhoods of a node in the honeycomb tiling do not contain any further nodes of the tiling (see Figure 7) , the distance 3 neighborhood of z 1 and the distance one neighborhood of z 2 are separated by a line.
By Lemma 24, in fact, the distance one neighborhood of z 2 and one of its neighbors does not intersect the distance 3 neighborhood of z 1 . Since neither remaining node in the configuration intersects the distance 2 neighborhood of either z 1 or z 2 , it is possible to apply a translation and rotation of QpS 2 , δ 0 q at z 1 and, for ν 0 " 1, ν v " 0, a translation and rotation of Qpt0, vu, νq at with 0 translated to z 2 , to obtain a value at least QpS 2 , δ 0 q`Qpt0, vu, νq ě 4.56`1.72 ą 6.
Thus all of the points have mutual distance at most 4 and at least 3. To be in C 2 pT q, two of the points are positive and two negative, and the two pairs have the same center of mass. Up to translation and symmetry, there are two types of pairs of points at distance 3, and two types of pairs of points at distance 4, see Figure 8 . Each of the types of pairs has an inequivalent type of center of mass, so that both positive and negative pair must be of the same type. This cannot be obtained while keeping all nodes at distance at least 3 from each other.
Case of 3 connected components. Next consider configurations with three connected components. There cannot be two connected components containing nodes at distance 2, since 2P pt0, v 1 u, 1q`P pt0u, 1q ě 2ˆ2.59`1.35 ą 6. Also, if there is a connected component with nodes at distance 2, there is at most one further connected component with at least two nodes, since P pt0, v 1 u, 1q`2P pt0, vu, 1q ě 2.59`2ˆ1.87 ą 6. Hence there is at least one singleton. First suppose that there is one singleton, one adjacent pair, and one further component which has a pair of nodes at distance 2. The last component must have odd size, hence has size at least 3. By checking the P values, the only possibility is that the component is, up to symmetry, given by t0, v, v 1 u.
Lemma 26. The following signed optimization has value Qpt0, vu, 1q ě 3.79. If ν 0 " ν v 1 " 1 and ν v "´1, Qpt0, v, v 1 u, νq ě 2.59.
Using this lemma, it follows that the sign of the node at position v is opposite of the sign of the nodes at 0 and v 1 , since Qpt0, vu, 1qP pt0, vu, 1q`P pt0u, 1q ě 3.79`1.87`1.35 ą 6. Say ν v "´1. Also, the pair of adjacent nodes have opposite sign, since Qpt0, vu, 1qQ pt0, v, v 1 u, νq`P pt0u, 1q ě 3.79`2.59`1.35 ą 6. Fix the size 3 configuration at t0, v, v 1 u with ν 0 " ν v 1 " 1, ν v "´1. This configuration has signed sum v 1´v , and the singleton has sign´1. Since the pair has sum which is a vector of length }v}, the possible locations for the singleton are displayed for the net sum to be 0. For the configuration to have mean 0, this places the singleton on some corner of the hexagon with center v 1´v , but no such node has distance at least 3 from the configuration t0, v, v 1 u, see Figure 9 . This reduces to the case of a pair of singletons together with a configuration having at least two nodes. There are no configurations S of size at least 6 satisfying P pS, 1q`2ˆ1.35 ă 6 and three such configurations of size 4, which are pictured in Figure 10 . Since Qpt0, vu, 1q ě 3.79 it is not possible that adjacent nodes have the same sign. Thus in the latter two pictures there are an equal number of positive and negative nodes, and for two singletons to be added that make a configuration in C 2 pT q, they have opposite sign. In the case of the middle picture of Figure 10 , the two opposite signed nodes differ by 2v " v 1`v2´v .
Lemma 27. Let ν v "´1, ν v 1`v2 " 1, ν w " 0 otherwise, and let S " tw : dpw, tv, v 1`v2 uq ď 1u. Then QpS, νq ě 5.03.
The middle picture may now be ruled out as follows. Fix an orientation by setting ν 0 " ν v 2 " 1 and ν v " ν v 2`v "´1. Thus the pair of singletons differ by 2v " v 1`v2´v , which is possible only if they form horizontal nodes which are on the diameter of a hexagon. Applying the optimization of Lemma 27 with v and v 1`v2 translated to correspond with the two highlighted nodes uses variables at a configuration pictured.
Note that this configuration contains all of the nodes in its convex hull. In particular, in Figure 11 one of the two red nodes is not used in the optimization of Lemma 27, since if both red nodes were used, one of the blue nodes in the figure would be used, also, which is impossible since the singletons have distance at least 3 from the blue nodes. It follows that P pt0u, 1q may be applied using variables at three blue nodes and one red node, together with the optimization of Lemma 27, which gives a value at least 1.35`5.03 ą 6.
To rule out the final picture of Figure 10 , fix the picture by setting
Thus the signed sum of the picture is v 1´2 v " v´v 2 , which is a segment of graph length one in the tiling. Thus it is impossible to place the opposite signed singletons at distance at least 3 from each other and obtain a configuration of mean 0.
In the first picture of Figure 10 , fix the picture by making center node at 0. The two singletons x 1 , x 2 have the same sign as the center node, and have it as their center of mass. This is only possible if each has distance at least 4 from the central node. Also, for x 1 "´x 2 , it follows that both x 1 and x 2 are in the triangular lattice, say at˘pn 1 v 1`n2 v 2 q. The graph distance in the hex tiling between points in the triangular lattice is twice the graph distance in the triangular lattice, since two moves in the hex lattice is one move in the triangular lattice. It follows that the distance between x 1 and x 2 is at least 6, since the distance 2 neighborhood of x 1 in the triangular lattice is convex (a hexagon). This case is now ruled out by applying Lemma 25 which rules out a pair of singletons at hex graph distance at least 5 from each other.
It remains to consider the case in which there are two singletons and a component of two nodes. Necessarily, the two nodes have the same sign, since otherwise the two singletons would have the opposite sign and have the same distance to remain in C 2 pT q. This eliminates the case that the two nodes are adjacent, since Qpt0, vu, 1q`2P pt0u, 1q ě 3.79`2ˆ1.35 ą 6, so assume that they are at 0 and v 1 . The two singletons thus have center of mass Since each singleton has hex graph distance at least 3 from t0, v 1 u, it follows that their distance from t0, v 1 u in the triangular lattice is at least 2. Let the two singletons be at x, and v 1´x . Let B r pxq be the ball of radius r in the triangular lattice distance centered at x, which is a hexagon. If this ball contains v 1´x , then its convex hull contains
and hence both 0 and v 1 , so that r ě 3, and hence x and v 1´x have hex distance at least 6. The configuration is now ruled out by applying Lemma 25 which forbids singletons at hex graph distance at least 5 from each other.
There is one further case to be eliminated with three connected components, in which no component has diameter more than 1. The case of a pair of adjacent vertices with two singletons was already ruled out. This leaves only the case of 3 pairs of adjacent vertices. Note that each of these would necessarily consist of pairs having opposite sign, since a pair of the same sign contribute Qpt0, vu, 1q ě 3.79 and 2ˆP pt0, vu, 1q`Qpt0, vu, 1q ą 6. The case is limited further by the following lemma.
Lemma 28. The following optimization programs have the stated values. For S 1 " tw : dpw, t0, vuq ď 1 and for ν 0 " 1, ν v "´1, ν w " 0 otherwise, QpS 1 , νq ě 2.99. For S 2 " tw : dpw, t0, v 1 uq ď 1u and ν 0 " 1, ν v 1 "´1, ν w " 0 otherwise, QpS 2 , νq ě 4.47. If ν 0 " 1 and
It follows that none of the pairs of adjacent vertices has distance at least 4 from the others, since otherwise the optimization involving S 1 could be applied at that pair and P pt0, vu, 1q at the other two. All ways of arranging three pairs which are distance 2 completely disconnected, but distance 3 connected were enumerated, and all assignments of signs producing a configuration in C 2 pT q were checked, none attains the optimum.
Case of 2 connected components. It remains to consider the case of two connected components, and components with a node of height 2. First the case of two connected components with no nodes of height 2 is considered, and these are categorized by the size of the largest component.
By exhaustively checking with P pS, 1q, there does not exist a component of size at least 7 which can be paired with a second component. A component of size 6 must be paired with a component of even size. There are no components S of size 6 for which P pS, 1qP pt0, v 1 u, 1q ă 6 and hence a component of size 6 may only be paired with a pair of adjacent vertices. The only configuration of size 6 with P pS, 1q`P pt0, vu, 1q ă 6 has shape given in Figure 12 . If the pair of points have the same sign, then the number of points on the hexagon with positive and negative signs is unequal, and thus there are adjacent points on the hexagon with the same sign. Thus, applying Qpt0, vu, 1q ě 3.79 twice shows that this configuration is not the minimum. Hence the pair of vertices have opposite signs and so there are equal positive and negative signs on the hexagon. The configuration in which positive and negative signs alternate on the hexagon is in C 2 pT q itself, so cannot be paired with the pair and remain in C 2 pT q. Any other configuration is found by flipping an equal number of positive and negative signs and hence has a signed sum which, if non-zero, is in the lattice generated by t2v, 2v 1 , 2v 2 u, and hence still is not equal to the sum of the pair of adjacent vertices with opposite sign.
There are no pairs of components S 1 , S 2 with S 1 of size 3 and S 2 of size 5 such that P pS 1 , 1q`P pS 2 , 1q ă 6. Note that an assignment of signs to the nodes in a size 5 configuration determines the location of a singleton which may be added to form a configuration in C 2 pT q. All such configurations were tested, and none gives the optimum.
There are no pairs S 1 , S 2 , both of size 4, for which P pS 1 , 1q`P pS 2 , 1q ă 6. Lemma 28 is used to control pairs in which one component has size 4 and the other has size 2. It was verified in SciPy that there is no configuration S of size 4 such that P pS, 1q`2.99 ă 6. Combined with Lemma 28 this proves that a component of size 2 has distance exactly 3 from a component of size 4. All size four components whose P value can be combined with the P value of either a pair of adjacent nodes, or a pair of nodes at distance 2 from each other were enumerated. All ways of combining the size 4 and 2 components at distance 3 were enumerated, and all ways of assigning signs to the vertices to obtain a configuration in C 2 pT q were enumerated. None of these achieved the optimum.
Among those configurations on 3 nodes, only the configuration given up to symmetry by t0, v, v 1 u has P value less than 3, and hence, if two components of size 3 are combined, one has shape t0, v, v 1 u. Recall that if ν 0 " ν v 1 " 1, ν v "´1 then Qpt0, v, v 1 u, νq ě 2.59 and Qpt0, vu, 1q ě 3.79. Thus neither component can have adjacent nodes of the same sign. Up to symmetry, there are four configurations with which t0, v, v 1 u can be paired. These are pictured in Figure 13 which receive opposite signs, so that the signed sum of the vertices has distance one from the remaining node of the configuration (up to sign).
To be paired with t0, v, v 1 u this places one node of the configuration on the hexagon that has t0, v, v 1 u as vertices, but then this node does not have distance 3 from t0, v, v 1 u. This eliminates all but the third configuration. Let ν 0 " 1, ν v 1 " ν v 2 " 1. It was verified in SciPy that Qpt0, v 1 , v 2 u, νq ě 3.84, which rules out the third configuration. If signs are assigned to a configuration of size 3 which is to be paired with a singleton, to reach a configuration in C 2 pT q, two of the nodes in the size 3 configuration have one sign, and the third has the other, so that there are nodes at distance at most 2 with opposite signs. The singleton would then have the same distance from the third node, and hence be connected to the component of size 3. This rules out a singleton and a component of size 3.
This reduces to the case of two configurations both of size 2, which necessarily are both adjacent pairs, or pairs at distance two, and necessarily are pairs with opposing signs in order to be in C 2 pT q. A consequence of Lemma 28 is that, if the configuration consists of two pairs of adjacent nodes, then their distance is less than 5, since otherwise after a translation, QpS 1 , νq could be applied at each pair. Assume that one pair has been translated to 0, v. Then the other pair has the form w, w`v where w is in the triangular lattice. The distance between tw, w`vu and t0, vu is either twice the distance from 0 to w in the triangular lattice, or one less, and hence the distance in the triangular lattice from 0 to w is 2. There are 12 such choices, and each verified not to obtain the optimum. It also follows from the lemma that if there are two pairs of nodes which have distance 1 from each other, then the distance between the pairs is less than 4, and hence equal to 3, since otherwise QpS 2 , νq could be applied at one pair, and P pt0, v 1 u, 1q at the other. The pairs were enumerated, and none obtains the optimum.
Case of a single node of height 2. Lemma 29. The optimization problem has value Qpt0, vu, 2q ě 12.
Proof. This was checked in SciPy.
It follows that if there is a node of height 2, any node appearing adjacent to it appears with the opposite sign.
Recall that P pt0u, 2q`2P pt0u, 1q ą 3.5`2ˆ1.35 ą 6, and hence if there is a component with a node of height 2, there are at most 2 connected components. A list of all connected components having a single node of height 2, and P value at most 6 was constructed. The largest components in this list had size 7. First consider the case of two connected components, one of which has a node of height 2. By examining the list of connected components, all of whose nodes have height 1, the minimum P value of a component with at least 3 nodes is at least 2.59. Since P pt0u, 2q " 3.5, it follows that the component with heights 1 is either a singleton or a pair of nodes which are adjacent, or at distance 1. The P values of these configurations are at least 1.35, 1.87 and 2.59. The case of 2.59 may be ruled out by comparing with γ hex . By first reducing the configurations to those with P value at most 6´1.35 " 4.65 it follows that the component containing a node of height 2 has size at most 5. Furthermore, the component of size 5 must be paired with a component of even size, and no component of size 5 has P value that meets this requirement. The case that the component containing a 2 has size 1 or 2 can be ruled out, since the resulting configuration cannot be made in C 2 pT q. This reduces to the cases of a component of size 3 or 4. The only configuration of size 3 which may be paired with a pair of adjacent nodes has shape For ν 0 " 2, ν v " ν´v 1`v " 1, P pt0, v, v´v 1 u, νq ě P pt0u, 2q ě 3.5. To be in C 2 pT q, this configuration must be paired with a configuration which is a translate of the one pictured in Figure 14 . By applying Lemma 28 to the pair of adjacent nodes, it follows that this pair has distance exactly 3 from the first configuration, since if the pair was at a greater distance than 3, QpS 1 , νq ě 2.99 could be applied at the pair. By subtracting the graph Laplacian at 0 from the height 2 configuration, obtain a second pair of adjacent nodes with opposing signs. The resulting ξ may no longer be bounded in sup by 1 2 , but its f value is unchanged, and the distance between the two pairs is now changed by Figure 15 . The size four configurations which have a node of height 2 and which can be paired with a singleton are pictured. Adjacent nodes have opposite signs. Placing 2 at position 0, the value of ǫ is forced to be 1 so that the singleton has sign´1 for the configuration to be mean 0, since otherwise its moment is not in the triangular lattice.
at most 1, hence is 2, 3 or 4. The value of f pξq for all such pairs has been estimated, and none gives the optimum.
This reduces to the case of adding a singleton to a configuration of size 4. There are four configurations of size 4 whose P value may be paired with a singleton. Many of the signs of the vertices are determined by the fact that a node of value 2 may not appear next to a node of the same sign. The configurations are presented in Figure 15 , with ǫ representing an ambiguous sign.
After translation, assume the node of value 2 appears at 0. The last figure may be ruled out, since to be mean 0, the singleton would have to appear at 0. In the remaining figures, both the node labeled 2 and the node labeled ǫ appear in the triangular lattice generated by v 1 , v 2 . Thus to be mean 0, the singleton must appear translated by v from the triangular lattice, with sign´1, and hence ǫ " 1. In each case, the mean 0 condition forces the singleton to be placed at distance 1 from the node labeled ǫ, so none of these configurations obtains two connected components.
This reduces to the case of a single connected component. There is, up to symmetry, a single connected component on 3 nodes with value 2 at 0 and in C 2 pT q, which has value´1 at˘v 1 . It was verified in SciPy that for ν 0 " 2, ν˘v 1 "´1, Qpt0,˘v 1 u, νq ě 6.39, and hence this configuration is not the optimum. The assignment of signs for the remaining configurations was restricted by requiring the node of height 2 to have value 2, and any adjacent nodes to have value´1. There were 7 configurations on 5 nodes which have P value at most 6 and with 1 1 2´2 Figure 16 . The only surviving configuration with two 2's on four nodes. This did not achieve the optimum.
sign assignment in C 2 pT q. One of these was equivalent to the optimal configuration on six nodes arranged around a hexagon after subtracting the graph Laplacian at the point of height 2, the others were evaluated and do not give the optimum. None of the configurations on 7 nodes could be given a sign assignment in C 2 pT q.
Case of two adjacent nodes of height 2. All configurations with two adjacent nodes of height 2 and all other nodes of height 1 which have P value at most 6 were enumerated. All such configurations had at most 6 nodes. No configurations with 4 or more nodes could be paired with a second connected component. The only configuration on three nodes which could be paired with a singleton was, up to symmetry, given by the node 0 and two of its neighbors. By the above observation, after a sign change, one can assume ν 0 " 2, ν v "´2, ν´v 1`v "´1. For this choice P pt0, v,´v 1`v u, νq ě 4.32. It follows that this configuration can only be paired with a singleton, which would have a forced location at distance less than 3 from the configuration (the location is forced to be v 2 ). If the connected component has ν 0 " 2, ν v "´2, then a second connected component cannot have nodes at distance 2 or more from each other, since P pt0, vu, 2q`P pt0, v 1 u, 1q ě 4`2.59 ą 6, hence is either a pair of adjacent nodes, or a singleton. No assignment of signs makes such a configuration in C 2 pT q. This reduces to the case of a single connected component. Each of those configurations with a P value at most 6 was tested for an assignment of signs that made the configuration in C 2 pT q. The only surviving configuration had 4 nodes and the assignment shown in Figure 16 . This did not achieve the optimum.
3.2.3.
Face centered cubic lattice case. The optimum is shown to be achieved by ν˚" δ 0´δv 1 , ξ˚" g˚ν˚with }ξ˚} 2 2 " 0.01867p5q. The value γ fcc " f pξ˚q " 0.3623p9q was calculated by applying Lemma 8 with
It is more convenient to work with }ξ} Proof. By Lemma 11, since degp0q " 12,
. Within the interior of the domain, the objective function scales quadraticly, and hence P 1 pt0u, 2q "
12¨13
. Applying this translated to node x where |ν x | ě 2 implies the claim.
Since the Green's function on a three dimensional lattice is not in ℓ 2 , it follows that the optimal ν is in C 1 pT q, and hence has the same number of nodes with values 1 and´1.
Lemma 31. Suppose | supp ν| ě 4 and let z 1 , z 2 , z 3 , z 4 be four points in the support, two each with value 1,´1. The optimization problem Q 1 ptz 1 , z 2 , z 3 , z 4 u, νq has value at least 2 99 ą α.
Proof. Let the linear constraints be written as ℓ i¨x " ν z i . Thus ℓ i has value 12 at z i and value´1 at each of the 12 neighbors of z i . The optimum can be assumed to not be achieved on the boundary, since this would exceed the claimed bound. By Lagrange multipliers, at the optimum, for some scalars λ 1 , λ 2 , λ 3 , λ 4 , x " λ 1 ℓ 1`λ2 ℓ 2`λ3 ℓ 3`λ4 ℓ 4 . Note that }ℓ i } 2 2 " 12¨13 " 156. When ν z i ‰ ν z j , the maximum value of ℓ i¨ℓj is achieved when z i and z j are adjacent. As they have 4 common neighbors, this maximum value is 20. When ν z i and ν z j have the same sign, the maximum value is achieved when they differ by a rotation of v 1`v2 . This maximum value is 2. Similarly, the minimum value of ℓ i¨ℓj when ν z i ‰ ν z j is´2 and the minimum value of ℓ i¨ℓj when ν z i " ν z j is´20. Note that the constraints may be written as
where A has zeros on the diagonal and has row sums bounded in size by Write
and, by expanding the inner product on the right, express this as
where
By the above considerations, 156´42 " 114 ď a i ď 156`42 " 198. Since It follows that the optimum has | supp ν| " 2. The following lemma reduces the search to a finite search.
Lemma 32. Let |ν 0 | " 1 and ν w " 0 for w such that 1 ď dpw, 0q ď 2. Let S " tw : dpw, 0q ď 2u. Then Q 1 pS, νq ě 0.0125.
It follows that there may not be two points in the support of ν at graph distance greater than 6, or else the optimization problem could be applied at each point, and the 2-norm would be too large. This reduces the search to checking all configurations with two points in the support at graph distance at most 6. The choice with adjacent points is the minimizer.
3.2.4. D4 tiling case. The following optimization problems are used in the determination of the spectral parameters. In D4, up to multiplication by a unit and reflection in the coordinate hyperplanes there is one element each of norm 1, 2, 3 and 4 in D4. Representatives are 1, 1`i, 1`i`j and 2.
Lemma 33. The following optimization problems have the corresponding values. Let ν 0 " 1. Then
" 0.0016.
Let S " tw : dpw, 0q ď 1u. Let ν 0 " 1 and ν w " 0 for w such that dpw, 0q " 1. Then (47) Q 1 pS, νq ě 0.00206.
Let ν 0 " 1 and ν w " 0 for 1 ď dpw, 0q ď 2. Then
For u P t1, 1`i, 1`i`j, 2u and let ν 0 " 1, ν u "˘1. A lower bound for the program Q 1 pt0, uu, νq in each case is given in the following , since the objective function is quadratic. This reduces to prevectors of height bounded by 1 in the calculations that follow.
Lemma 34. If ξ is harmonic modulo 1 on D4 and ν " ∆ξ has | supp ν| ě 3, then }ξ} Proof. Let the points in the support of ν be z 1 , z 2 , z 3 . Then }ξ} 2 2 is bounded below by the value of the relaxed optimization program P 1 ptz 1 , z 2 , z 3 u, 1q. Applying Lagrange multipliers, the variable x may be expressed as λ 1 v 1`λ2 v 2`λ3 v 3 where v 1 , v 2 , v 3 are the gradients of the constraint linear forms. The linear constraints become v
Since each v i has one entry 24 and 24 entries 1, }v i } "¨1´λ .
The proof of Theorem 1 in the case of D4 is as follows.
Case of γ D4,0 . The extremal example is given by ξ˚" g˚ν˚with ν˚" δ 0´δ1 .
The 2-norm of ξ˚was calculated by Parseval,
2p1´cp2y 1gpy 1 , y 2 , y 3 , y 4 q 2 dy 1 dy 2 dy 3 dy 4 gpy 1 , y 2 , y 3 , y 4 q " 24´2pcpy 1 q`cpy 2 q`cpy 3 q`cp2y 4´y1´y2´y3 q cpy 4 q`cpy 4´y1´y2´y3 q`cpy 4´y1 q`cpy 4´y2 q cpy 4´y3 q`cpy 4´y1´y2 q`cpy 4´y1´y3 q cpy 4´y2´y3 qq.
This was calculated in SciPy, }ξ˚} up to multiplication by the 24 quaternion units and by reflection in the coordinate hyperplanes. This leaves 24 candidates for the second point, which were checked exhaustively, the minimizer is ν 0 and all other points had a 2-norm too large.
Case of γ D4,1 . By symmetry assume that the reflecting hyperplane is P 1 " tx P R 4 : x 1`x2 " 0u. It is verified that the optimal prevector is ν˚" δ p1,0,0,0q , with reflection symmetry, so that ν˚p0,´1, 0, 0q "´1, and let ξ˚" g˚ν˚. The 2-norm may be taken on the quotient by summing ξ " 0.0440957`ϑ0.00017.
Thus,
To check that ξ˚is the optimizer, let ξ be harmonic modulo 1, }ξ} 8 ď
, with reflection anti-symmetry in P 1 and let ∆ξ " ν. It suffices to prove by Lemma 7 that }ξ} If | supp ν| ě 2 in tx : x 1`x2 ą 0u, then if two of the points in the support have distance at least 3 apart, the first optimization problem of Lemma 33 may be applied at each point. Otherwise the last optimization problem may be applied. In either case, the 2-norm is too large. Thus there is a single point in the support, say px 1 , x 2 , x 3 , x 4 q of value 1. The reflection point is p´x 2 ,´x 1 , x 3 , x 4 q. Let z " x 1`x2 . The 2-norm is, by Parseval, If x has graph distance 3 or more from the boundary hyperplane P 1 then the third optimization program of Lemma 33 may be applied to show that the 2-norm is too large. It now follows by checking case-bycase that the minimizer is z " 1, which is ν˚.
Case of γ D4,2 . By symmetry assume that the reflecting hyperplanes are P 1 " tx P R 4 : x 1`x2 " 0u and P 2 " tx P R 4 : x 1´x2 " 0u. The optimizing prevector is ν˚" δ p1,0,0,0q and ξ˚" g˚ν˚. By reflection anti-symmetry, (57) ν˚p0,´1, 0, 0q "´1, ν˚p´1, 0, 0, 0q " 1, ν˚p0, 1, 0, 0q "´1.
The 2-norm is }ξ˚} " 0.0389569`ϑ0.00013.
" 51.3393`ϑ0.17.
To verify that ξ˚is extremal, let ξ be harmonic modulo 1 with reflection anti-symmetry in P 1 and P 2 and let ν " ∆ξ. To rule out that ξ is extremal it suffices to check by Lemma 7 that }ξ} The case of two points in the support modulo reflections is ruled out as before. Suppose the point in the support is px 1 , x 2 , x 3 , x 4 q. This point may have not have distance at least 2 from both hyperplanes, or else the second optimization problem of Lemma 33 may be applied to show that the 2-norm is too large. Hence, minp|x 1`x2 |, |x 1´x2 |q " 1, say, by symmetry, x 1`x2 " 1 and x differs by p1, 1, 0, 0q from its reflection in P 1 . If x has graph distance 3 or more from P 2 then the optimization program which enforces ∆ξp0, 0, 0, 0q " 1, ∆ξp1, 1, 0, 0q " 1 and ∆ξpvq " 0 if dpv, tp0, 0, 0, 0q, p1, 1, 0, 0quq ď 2 can be applied, which has minimum 2-norm 0.0041780p9q. This is a lower bound for twice the 2 norm of ξ modulo reflections, and is too large. Hence x has graph distance at most 2 from P 2 , so x 1´x2 is either 1 or 2. The case 1 is the minimizer.
Case of γ D4, 3 . By symmetry assume that the reflecting hyperplanes are P 1 , P 2 , P 3 , with (59) P 3 " tx P R 4 : x 3`x4 " 0u.
It is shown that the minimizer is ν˚" δ p1,0,1,0q with ξ˚" g˚ν˚, }ξ˚} 2 2 " 0.0018737p9q. The corresponding value of α to rule out other configurations is α " 0.00189. Arguing as for γ D4,1 and γ D4,2 , γ D4,3 " 0.036873324`ϑ0.00012
Thus, Γ D4,3 " 1 γ D4, 3 " 27.1201`ϑ0.084
Arguing as above, we may assume that | supp ν˚| " 1, and that the point x " px 1 , x 2 , x 3 , x 4 q has distance 1 to one hyperplane, say, without loss, that x 1`x2 " 1. Also, the distance to the next closest hyperplane is at most 2, so say x 1´x2 " 1 or x 1´x2 " 2. Now considering ∆ξ at p0, 0, 0, 0q, p1, 1, 0, 0q, p1,´1, 0, 0q, p2, 0, 0, 0q or  p0, 0, 0, 0q, p1, 1, 0, 0q, p2,´2, 0, 0q, p3,´1 , 0, 0q and their distance 2 neighborhood implies that the distance to P 3 is at most 2. The three possibilities are considered, and ν˚gives the optimum.
Case of γ D4,4 . The minimizer is ν˚" δ p1,0,1,0q with ξ˚" g˚ν˚, }ξ˚} The above considerations reduce to the case where ν is supported at a single point, with distance 1 from P 1 , and distance at most 2 from P 2 and P 3 . Arguing similarly to the case of three hyperplanes shows that the distance to P 4 is also at most 2, which reduces to a finite check. The best case is ν˚. The following lemma is useful in studying this integral evaluation asymptotically.
Lemma 35. Let X 1 , X 2 , ..., X d be i.i.d. random variables on r´1, 1s with distribution (61) ProbpX 1 ď aq " meas t0 ď t ď 1 : cosp2πtq ď au .
Let X " ,ˆπ eδ 4˙d
2¸.
The two bounds are equal for δ " 0.27819p3q ": ξ.
Proof. The first bound follows from Chernoff's inequality, since ErX 1 s " 0 and ErX 2 1 s " 1 2 , so that one may take σ "
and λ " ? 2dp1´δq.
Use the formula, By expanding the numerator of (67), this implies that (69) }g˚ν}
The following lemma evaluates }ξ} Proof. As in the previous lemma, letμpyq " The results obtained by integration are to be compared with the following lower bounds for }ξ} 
